
 

7 
During Social Studies we took our comprehension check on Lesson 1 from last week.  We 
reviewed the information about solubility from last week during science.  Math wasn’t too 
hard because we were familiar with adding and subtracting decimals.  We started our next 
Journeys lesson which was about Old Yeller.  We completed the skill, learned the 
vocabulary, and also read the story. 

8 
We started the next lesson of notes in Social Studies which was about the Virginia Colony.  
Today’s science experiment was very similar to last week’s but we used citric acid to try to 
saturate a solution.  Math was pretty tricky today because we were learning about powers 
of 10 and exponents.  We learned about direct objects during Language Arts and had time 
to complete the   T   time we missed while Mrs. Inker was out sick. 

9 
Our PJ Day started off by taking a holiday themed Brady Bunch picture.  We had fun 
learning about the Lost Colony of Roanoke during Social Studies.  During Language Arts we 
reviewed idioms and talked about compound direct objects.  We reviewed yesterday’s 
math and made sure everyone felt comfortable with multiplying and dividing by powers of 
10.  We had a small saturation review in science before listening to our read aloud in front 
of everyone’s Christmas trees or preferred holiday decoration. 

10 
We finished up our notes during Social Studies today.  Our science experiment was fun 
today because we had a mystery substance that we had to figure out what it was.  We did 
our saturation experiment and discovered our mystery substance was Epsom salt.  During 
math we talked more about base 10 numbers.  We had more time for   T  time after we 
reviewed the grammar for the week and learned about indirect objects   

11 
During Social we completed the comprehension check for Lesson 2.  We observed the 
different crystals that we created through evaporation.  Math was fun because we learned 
how to correctly read decimals and we also worked on comparing and ordering them.  At 
the end of the day we had our Journeys Lesson 7 test and had time to do our read aloud.   

?s to ask 
your child 

Who are the three different Johns that are associated with the Virginia colony?  How to 
you multiply and divide by powers of 10?  How did you figure out what the mystery 
substance was?  Label the direct object and indirect object in this sentence:  Mrs. Inker 
gave to Mrs. Leigh a matching Grinch shirt. 

Upcoming: Social Studies: continue chapter 4; chapter 4 test will be January 12th 
Language Arts:  close reading activities 
Science:  concentration investigations; saturation quiz on Friday, December 18th  
Math: continue Unit 3 


